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GreensFlush

High quercitin • High riboflavin • 100% raw
This is the original triple wild, raw greens extract, and the only truly wild greens extract available. GreensFlush
is made from remote-source wild dandelion, wild nettles, and wild burdock leaf extracts. Spring greens are the
source of new life—they are found in far northern forests. Such greens contain a wide range of compounds
which have a positive effect on the human body. These wild greens extracts are highly cleansing.
This is the ideal form of wild greens—as raw, wild sublingual drops. Moreover, these wild greens drops are
highly dense in nutrients, especially trace minerals and B vitamins, particularly Vitamin B2. This vitamin, also
known as riboflavin, is the key vitamin for stimulating the use of oxygen by the body. This oxygenation function
is critical. GreensFlush contains one milligram of riboflavin per ounce, which is exceedingly dense. B2 is invaluable
for proper health and nutrition of the skin, eyes, and whole body.
GreensFlush activates the whole system; use it for the wild power you need. The wild greens are picked
fresh in the wilderness, so their full power is intact. The extract then undergoes gentle fermentation. The
process is unique, because no heat is applied, and thus, all the nutrients remain intact, including the enzymes,
globulins, albumins, molecules, flavonoids, and vitamins.
With the vitamins there is high herb energy due to trapped electrons. These electrons are more correctly
disguised as protons, giving the vitamin its power. Heat destroys this electrical nature, weakening the effect. In
GreensFlush, the electrical charge of the vitamin remains intact. The existence of this electrical charge has been
documented. Szent-Gyorgyi has determined that it is represented as a yellowish-green florescence. M. Gallert in
his book New Light on Therapeutic Energies notes how nutrients in food create florescence through the release of
energy, which is essentially trapped sunlight. All this energy transmission is nonexistent in synthetic vitamins.
Gallert also notes that the color green of a supplement defines its power. This, he said, is the color most needed
to balance the body. This is why it is ideal to take the GreensFlush sublingually. This action
allows for more immediate absorption—and that’s why it is so powerful as a cleanse.
The natural wild flushing agents, of these—nettles, burdock, and dandelion leaves—may also
contain wild chickweed and/or lamb’s quarter extract depending on the seasonal harvest. All
these fresh leaves contain a plethora of flavonoids as well as powerful sterols, amino acids,
and saponins.
How to use GreensFlush: Take ten or more drops under the tongue twice daily.
GreensFlush may be added to salad dressings or tomato juice. Take your wild greens
drops daily.
Note: This is not the same as powdered greens products, since this is a whole, raw, wild
food and has completely different actions than any other greens product.
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Now available in
a convenient 2-oz
dropper bottle.
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These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

